
Stage 3

Term 4 Week 1



Daily Schedule
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Check in Check in Check in Check in Check in

Morning Daily 5 Daily 5 Wellbeing 
Wednesday! Daily 5 Integrated Unit

Middle Maths Maths Maths Maths

Brain Break Brain Break Brain Break Brain Break

Afternoon PE 
(Exercise)

Library with Mrs 
McPhan

Science and 
Technology 

(Mr Quigley’s Google 
Classroom)

C.A.P.A



“You have to 
be odd to be 
number one.”

Dr Seuss



How am I feeling today?



DAILY  5
Week 1



Activities Checklist!!

Read to self #1 &

Reading Response

Read to self #2 &

Reading Response

Listen to Reading

Read to Someone

To Do

Quality Work
Make sure you are 
completing all of the 
activities and that 
your work is quality.

Set a timer. Work for 
the WHOLE amount of 
time required.

     

List    Activity
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday

Spelling:

Work on Writing:
Read information

Look at examples

Research facts

Sizzling Starts
Check your   work 
before turning it in.  



SPELLING



SPELLING INSTRUCTIONS
Tuesday

1. Read the rule
2. Type and check list words
3. Complete Phonological Activity

Thursday

1. Type and check list words
2. Complete Morphemic Activity

Friday

1. Type and check list words
2. Complete Etymological activity



WEEK 1: SPELLING RULE
RE

AD
 M

E



WEEK 1: SPELLING LIST

Sight words Phonological Morphemic Etymological Extension

five
fly
girl

good
help

germ
ginger

gymnasium
advantageous

intelligently

circuses
stitches

sandwiches
viruses

geniuses

remind
rebuild
refold
recede
reflect

vitriolic
astounding

joyous
appealing

vulgar



Type your Tuesday list here...



Phonological Activity
Sort the words into the following. Can you add any other words?
danger regret germ eager
together logical religion anger
gift golf gigantic emergency
grasp gum gorgeous fingers

Soft g sound Hard g sound



Type your Thursday list here...



Morphemic Activity
If a noun ends in s, ss, ch, sh, x or z, add -es to form the plural.

Word Plural Word Plural

mattress quiz**

bus waltz

witness crash

rash tax

fox arch

match stomach**

**These words are exceptions to the rule. Just add -s for stomach.
Double the Z on quiz before adding -es.



Type your Friday list here...



Can you identify the words spelt incorrectly in this passage?
Circle Them

Rewrite the words with the correct spelling.

Editing Activity



WORK ON WRITING



WRITING INSTRUCTIONS
Tuesday

1. Read the information on Sizzling Starts
2. Read the examples and try to work out what techniques are 

being used
3. Research 5 fascinating facts of your own

Thursday

1. Start practising writing your sizzling start techniques

Friday

1. Finish writing your sizzling starts (& EDIT)
2. Post your best one on the Daily 5 Question



Sizzling Starts

A Sizzling Start has to make the reader 
curious and interested so that they want 
to keep reading. A great way to do this in 
informative writing is to look for a 

fascinating fact, then team up that 

fact with one of the Sizzling Start 

techniques.



Tie a Fact to a Technique 



What technique is being used?

Starting with:

Sound

Action

Question

Word Picture

Anecdote

Drag the tick



What technique is being used?

Starting with:

Sound

Action

Question

Word Picture

Anecdote

Drag the tick



What technique is being used?

Starting with:

Sound

Action

Question

Word Picture

Anecdote

Drag the tick



Research 5 fascinating facts!
They don’t have to be on the same topic. In fact, try and find 
some different ones!

E.g. Elephants are the only animal that can’t jump.

Fact 1:

Fact 2:

Fact 3:

Fact 4:

Fact 5:



Start with a sound:
You have 7 minutes.

Choose one of your facts to write a sizzling start using this technique:

Fact:



Start with Action:
You have 7 minutes.

Choose one of your facts to write a sizzling start using this technique:

Fact:



Use a Question:
You have 7 minutes.

Choose one of your facts to write a sizzling start using this technique:

Fact:



Paint a word picture:
You have 7 minutes.

Choose one of your facts to write a sizzling start using this technique:

Fact:



Tell an anecdote:
You have 7 minutes.

Choose one of your facts to write a sizzling start using this technique:

Fact:



READ TO SELF



READING INSTRUCTIONS

Twice a week

1. Read for at least 20 minutes - use the timer on the 
next slide.

2. Record your reading in your reading log, which is 
also on the next slide.

Complete two reading responses.

1. Choose a reading response
2. Copy the question onto the answer slide, answer 

the question thoughtfully and in full sentences.



READ TO SELF - READING LOG

DATE TITLE AUTHOR PAGES READ



READ TO SELF - READING RESPONSES



READING RESPONSES

Think about your answers carefully & write in full sentences.



LISTEN TO READING



1. Listen to the Squiz Kids Podcast (https://www.squizkids.com.au/)
2. Or listen to something on the radio or TV
3. Write a summary of one thing you learned

LISTEN TO READING INSTRUCTIONS

https://www.squizkids.com.au/


READ TO SOMEONE



READ TO SOMEONE INSTRUCTIONS

1. Find a someone, or a something!
2. Click on the link & use the code to log in.
3. Choose a poem to read!

Click Here: The School Magazine

https://theschoolmagazine.com.au/activities/c49c5753-febb-4068-b21c-28cae6ff0fa7

CLASSROOM CODE: F7N48D

https://theschoolmagazine.com.au/activities/c49c5753-febb-4068-b21c-28cae6ff0fa7


BONUS SLIDE!
What do you meme?

Write a caption for this photo.



MATHS
Week 1



Monday



WHOLE NUMBER 
Week 1
Multiples and 
Factors

STAGE 3
WEEK 1



MONDAY
01



MONDAY’S 
LEARNING INTENTION 
& SUCCESS CRITERIA

Yellow Green Blue Purple

Learning 
Intention

Determine 'multiples' of a given whole number, 
eg multiples of 7 are 7, 14, 21, 28, …

Determine all 'factors' of a given whole 
number, eg 36 has factors 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18 

and 36

Success 
Criteria

I can determine the 
multiples of 2,4,5,10

I can determine the 
multiples of any given 

number

I can determine the 
factors a given whole 

number

I can determine the 
factors a given whole 

number and solve 
problems



Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun and 
the smallest one in the Solar System—it’s 
only a bit larger than the Moon

SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS

Yellow Green Blue Purple



Yellow Green Blue Purple



Add a text box and answer the questions here or in your workbook. 

Yellow Green



Yellow Green



Yellow Green Blue Purple



Blue Purple



Tuesday



Yellow Green Blue Purple

Learning 
Intention

Identify and describe factors and multiples of whole 
numbers and use them to solve problems

Determine highest common factor and lowest 
common multiple

Success 
Criteria

I can identify 
multiples of whole 

numbers

I can identify factors 
and multiples of 
whole numbers

I can determine the 
lowest common 

multiple of any given 
numbers

I can determine LCM 
and HCF of any given 

numbers

TUESDAY’S 
LEARNING INTENTION 
& SUCCESS CRITERIA



Highest Common Factor

Note: Sometimes the highest common factor can be referred to as the 
greatest common factor.



Find the Highest Common factor 
for the following numbers:

21 & 28 16 & 8

36 & 12 60 & 32

45 & 75 360 & 405

Yellow Green Blue Purple



Blue Purple

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nt0XCgpJQs8


Use Factor Trees to determine the HCF:
Blue Purple



LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE Yellow Green Blue Purple





Blue Purple



Thursday 



Lesson 1





                                 IGNITION

How long is a minute?
Estimate how long a minute is. Press start on a stopwatch 
(you can use the stopwatch feature on a phone). Stop when 
you think a minute has passed. Record in the box what time 
you actually stopped the stopwatch. Example - 47.2 seconds.



Drag the boxes





What is elapsed time?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Orta5xU6DBo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Orta5xU6DBo


Drag the blue box (look 
at the first example)









Click on the die

https://rolladie.net/roll-3-dice




        



Now open up and 
complete the ‘Elapsed 

Time Google Form’.

Show us what you know





















Friday 



TIME
Lesson 2



Learning Intentions and Success Criteria



IGNITION Yellow Green Blue Purple

Choose two of the trains stations listed on the timetable. 
Figure out the difference between the departure times?

Answer:



TENS NEWMAN ANALYSIS QUESTION

A train leaves at 09:45 and arrives at 
15:46.  How long does the journey 

last?

Yellow Green Blue Purple

Answer:



Yellow Green Blue Purple

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o50HA6QTxj0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o50HA6QTxj0


Yellow Green Blue Purple

Answer:



Yellow Green Blue Purple

1. In which year did 
World War 1 
begin?

Answer: 

2. What happened 
in 1917?

Answer:

3. How many years 
does this timeline 
span?

Answer:

4. What is the scale 
of this timeline?

Answer:

World War 1 Timeline



Text boxes have been added



On the next slide create a timeline of 
your previous day activities, writing 
each of the events and times from 

waking in the morning to going to bed 
at night.

Ensure your timeline has a title, a scale, 
the time and the events all clearly 

marked. 
Watch the video to explain how to 
create a timeline in google slides.

INDEPENDENT TASK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t3zRdrd4a8


REFLECTION

Drag the tick to the correct 
answer



REFLECTION



REFLECTION



What have you learnt?

Now open up and complete the ‘Timelines 
Google Form’.







Integrated
unit

Week 1



Mr Parson’s put together a website to show 
you the structure of the website you have 

been asked to create. 

This website can be created without the internet. 

The design and content of a website can be (and is often) imagined without 

an internet connection and written on a storyboard. 
Continued



Wellbeing
WednesdayWeek 1



W
el

lb
ei

ng
 

W
ed

ne
sd

ay



Thursday
Science

Week 1



Welcome back!

Please complete 
the following quiz 
as a revision of 
what we covered 
in last terms unit 
“Change 
Detectives”.



Use a 
dictionary, 
phone, or go 
over your notes 
from Term 3 to 
write down the 
definitions of 
these important 
words.


